OH THE DEEP, DEEP LOVE

1. Oh the deep, deep love of Jesus, vast unmeasured, boundless, free, rolling as a mighty

2. (2.) deep, deep love of Jesus, spread His praise from shore to shore, how He came to pay our
ocean in its fullness over me, under-
nansom through the saving cross He bore; how He

neath me, all around me is the current of Your_
watches o'er His loved ones, those He died to make His_

love, leading onward, leading homeward to Your
own, how for them He's interceding, pleading-
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Oh the Deep, Deep Love, all I need and trust is the deep, deep love of Jesus.

Glorious rest above. Now before the throne.

CHORUS

Deep, deep love, all I need and trust is the deep, deep love of Jesus.

1. Oh the

2. Oh the
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CHORUS

Jesus. O the deep, deep love, all I

need and trust is the deep, deep love of

Jesus.

3. Oh the
VERSE 3
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deep, deep love, all I need and trust is the
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deep, deep love of Jesus. Oh the
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INSTRUMENTAL CHORUS

Jesus.

Oh the deep, deep love, all I need and trust is the deep, deep love of Jesus.